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Förord  
NOG-seminariet den 4 juni behandlade balansen kring försäkran av energitillför-
seln och -efterfrågan samt betydelsen av en god dialog (och en förståelse för 
varandras situation) mellan främst oljans och gasens producenter och konsu-
menter. Konsumentländerna i främst Västvärlden menar att de är “i händerna” 
på olje- och gasproducenterna och vill göra sig mer oberoende av importerade 
fossila bränslen. Konsumenterna betalar dyrt för energiresurser som blir alltmer 
knappa. Resursfyndigheterna är ofta lokaliserade i geografiska regioner som är 
politiskt instabila. Detta tillsammans med den uppseglande utmaningen i form av 
klimatförändring är flera av incitamenten för konsumenterna att byta från fossila 
bränslen till förnyelsebara bränslen. 

Producentländerna menar att olja och gas blir lätt diskriminerade bl.a. i media-
diskussioner om fossil och förnybar energi. Producenterna tycker också att kon-
sumentländerna i Västvärlden skickar dubbla budskap till producenterna, nämli-
gen att konsumentländerna vill minska sin oljekonsumtion och skynda på proces-
sen för att introducera förnybara bränslen i sina respektive länder samtidigt som 
konsumenterna pressar producenterna att öka oljeproduktionskapaciteten. Hur 
och till vilken gräns ska producenterna reagera? Finns det en tillräcklig energi-
efterfrågan för att investera i dyra utökningar av t.ex. oljeproduktionen? 
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Följande referat är ett sammandrag av presentationerna vid seminariet, 
återgivet av kansliet för Nätverket Olja & Gas. 
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Christopher Allsopp is a Fellow of New College and Reader in Economic Policy at the 
University of Oxford. He is a former Member of the Monetary Policy Committee (2000-2003) 
and of the Court of Directors of the Bank of England (1997-2000). He is Editor of the Oxford 
Review of Economic Policy and a Director of Oxford Economic Forecasting. Previous 
activities include working at HM Treasury, the OECD and the Bank of England (where he 
was Adviser from 1980-1983) as well as extensive involvement with domestic and 
international policy issues as consultant to international institutions and private sector 
organisations. His involvement in the economics of oil and other energy issues goes back to 
the shocks of the 1970s. He has been involved with the work of the Oxford Institute for 
Energy Studies since its inception. 

Christopher Allsopp, Oxford Institute for Energy Studies 

 
Some Key Issues of Oil Price and the World Economy 
Christopher Allsopp held an interesting and comprehensive presentation about key issues of 
oil price and the world economy, here summarized in some main points. For instance, Allsopp 
talked about how the world economy has survived a major rise in oil prices with, so far, little 
effect on growth or inflation. He made a short historical outlook on the two previous oil 
crises. In fact, compared to other price shocks, this ‘oil crisis’ has had very little effect on 
world economy, he pointed out. Allsopp presented what he called “a puzzle, a paradox and a 
nasty fact”: 

- The puzzle is why high oil and commodity prices have had and are having so little 
effect on the world economy 

- The paradox is that it is because high oil prices are having so little effect that concerns 
over energy security and climate change are rising so fast up the international policy 
agenda. The same lack of response accounts for expected high (and volatile) energy 
prices. 

- The nasty fact is that high oil and gas prices together with security concerns favour 
coal – disastrous for the environment. 

 
Allsopp also talked about the role of monetary policy, highlighting some main points: 

- Monetary policy maintains growth near potential if inflation under control 
- Until recently, interest rate rises reflected rapid world growth 
- Oil prices secondary 
- Deflationary effects of oil price rises will be offset if inflation does not come through 
- Monetary policy reacts to the total situation – not just oil 
- If the credit crunch intensifies, monetary policy will ease – unless inflation is a serious 

worry 
 
In the end of his presentation, Allsopp concluded that: 

- Continuing high prices are quite likely 
- Fundamentals are not very sensitive to oil prices 
- But: response to date has depended on offsetting impacts, and, effectively, on 

offsetting monetary policies. 
- The new situation involves inflation risks as well as worries about world recession, the 

credit crunch and imbalances 
- Policy should be offsetting 

o But, inflation may trigger recession 
o Key is response of wages and expectations 
o Central banks are worried about low interest rates and asset prices further out? 
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Ioannis S. Samouilidis, Security of Energy Supply, DGTREN, EU  

Ioannis S. Samouilidis works for the Energy Policy and Security of energy supply unit in 
charge of the Producers – Consumers dialogue with OPEC, GCC and Norway. He has been 
working for the European Commission since 1990 and among other tasks been in charge of 
the Strategy-Promotion-Dissemination of energy technologies in the sectors of oil and gas, 
solid fuels and the environment. Mr. Samouilidis was born in Athens, Greece in 1946. He 
holds a bachelor and Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry, Athens University and a Masters degree in 
Petroleum engineering. 
 
Oil and Gas Security of Supply and Demand 
Over the past years the energy strategy has radically changed. Consumers are now more 
dependent of energy then ever. Both the countries within the EU and the industry are working 
hard with the energy issues. The European target of 20 % reduction of carbon dioxide 
emissions, 20 % increase of energy efficiency and 20 % increase of renewable energy until 
the year 2020 is a clear statement. This target was the 1st Strategic Energy Review. The 2nd 
Energy Review should focus on security of supply and external energy relations. But it will 
not be adopted by the Commission until late October in 2008. There will be a study on Gas 
Storage in the EU. There might be a common approach on gas stocks. Oil is on a global 
market, but gas is mainly within the EU. And gas has a grand affect on security of supply. 
Unfortunately the soil in Europe is not very suitable for storage of gas.  
 
Actions within Europe: 

• Energy efficiency 
o Efficiency is the main object since it affects all three targets 

• Promotion of renewable and local production 
o In order to achieve sustainability 

• Improvement of information on investments, trends 
o Energy observatory, third IEM package 

• Development of European energy networks 
o Wider scope, cross border interconnections, storage 

• Implementation and updating of Security of Supply Directives 
o That is for electricity and gas 

• Addressing remaining investment obstacles 
• New technology development 

 
External energy relations: 

• Cooperation on efficiency, alternatives, technologies 
o Working with efficiency is crucial  

• Cooperation with neighbours 
• Mutual dependence with producer countries 
• Speaking with one voice 

o That is a tool which makes us stronger 
 

Green Paper on European Energy Networks is a European strategy for sustainable, 
competitive and secure energy. They are contributing with various studies. They find it 
important to include oil and CO2 infrastructures. Pipelines for both oil and CO2 are needed in 
the view of CCS (Carbon Capture and Storage). 
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Mr Samouilidis introduced the audience to the EU-OPEC Energy Dialogue. Through this 
dialogue they want to make things easier and understand each other. EU wants OPEC to know 
more about their policies. And OPEC wants to understand the European way. The target is to 
work together. Security of demand is as important as security of supply. He referred to the 
latest joint activities: 
 
• A study on the impact of the refining sector on oil price and volatility. 
• A round table and study on the impact of financial markets on oil price volatility. 
• A seminar on Carbon Capture and Storage. 
• A seminar on energy policies and their impact on oil supply and demand. 
 
These issues are examined by joint working groups, reporting to the annual Energy Dialogue 
meeting taking place alternatively in Brussels and Vienna between the two parties 
(Presidency, incoming Presidency, OPEC Secretary General and EU Energy Commissioner) 
 
He ended his presentation by overviewing the major gas transportation routes and the issues 
related with these, in particular transit problems. 
 



 
 
 

Arne Walther, Utrikesdepartementet, Oslo 

Ambassador Arne Walther, a Norwegian career diplomat, served as the first Secretary 
General of the International Energy Forum, the venue of a global dialogue on energy among 
Ministers of energy producing and consuming countries, from 2003 through 2007. Currently a 
Senior Adviser on international energy affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Oslo, his 
previous positions include Ambassador to Austria and the UN Offices in Vienna, Director 
General and Head of the Department for Trade Policy, Natural Resources and Environment in 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Oslo and Ambassador to India. He has been Chairman of the 
Governing Board of the International Energy Agency and served as Special Adviser on 
International Affairs to Prime Minister Brundtland. 
 
Dialogue: the Tao of Global Energy Security 
Ambassador Walther began his presentation by referring to the title of the seminar. Security 
of energy supply and security of energy demand are two sides of the same energy security 
coin. Or, as Walther expressed it, the “yin-yang” of energy security. There has to be a balance 
between the demand and supply – it is a shared responsibility. To accomplish this is a 
challenge for the leadership. Dialogue is important. Walther continued; Fostering greater 
awareness of our common, long-term global interests through dialogue is, indeed, the “Tao” 
of global energy security in today’s multi-polar energy world of increasing interdependencies.  
 
New Energy Era 
The ambassador did not see a significant change in the energy mix of the world primary 
energy demand in the next 20 years. He said that our day is one of heightened energy and 
environmental consciousness heralding a new energy era, where fossil fuels will remain 
paramount for quite some time underscoring the need for cleaner fossil fuel technologies, 
such as carbon capture and storage. Increasing attention will be paid to the development of 
renewable alternatives, such as solar, wind, tide and bio-fuels. Moreover, increasing energy 
demand increases the need to conserve and improve energy efficiency and to develop more 
cost-efficient technology. We will see increasing energy trade due to the geographical 
mismatch between centres of oil and gas production and centres of consumption. 
Furthermore, the challenges of energy security and climate change are interlinked. Measures 
to meet the climate change challenge should not jeopardize energy security. And policies and 
measures for energy security should not exacerbate climate change. In addition, energy 
poverty must be dealt with. A quarter of the world’s population lacks access to modern 
commercial energy. 
 
The policy tuning of one country to meet new challenges and to reduce its particular energy 
uncertainties can in itself exacerbate existing uncertainties or create new ones for others. 
Dialogue is needed both to avoid misunderstandings that lead to conflict and to better seize 
win-win co-operative opportunity. 
 
Energy Security and interdependence 
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Energy interdependence can be both good and bad. For it to be good and sustainable, it has to 
be mutually beneficial, argued Walther. Producers and consumers are interdependent (“Yin-
yang”). In their discussions in the IEF, Ministers of some energy-importing countries are 
requesting a “road map” from energy-exporting countries on future supply. And Ministers of 
some energy-exporting countries are likewise requesting a “road map” on future demand from 
the energy-importing countries. As we know from other issues of international political 
concern, road maps are not always easy to make, and even when made can sometimes prove 
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difficult to follow. Through dialogue realistic road maps for energy security could be charted 
giving additional useful guidance for the investment decisions needed to secure adequate 
energy supplies. 
 
Global Energy Policy Interrelationship 
Energy security in its more holistic, global and long-term perspective was the focus theme of 
the UN Commission on Sustainable Development in 2006 and 2007 underscoring the 
importance of energy in meeting the Millennium Development Goals. But the efforts of 
Ministers to finalize a consensus document failed, testifying to the political, economic and 
environmental complexity of energy issues and variety of interests involved. As global focus 
now is being put on issues of energy security, bilateral, regional and inter-regional energy co-
operation are also being strengthened in a multi-polar energy world. Regional and inter-
regional co-operation can provide stepping-stones to global approaches and co-operation.  
 
Mixed signals 
Gulf Ministers hear directly the external call of oil-importing countries for more Gulf 
production to bring prices down. But they also listen carefully to what Ministers of 
industrialized oil-importing countries are telling their domestic constituencies: 

- to diversify sources of oil supply away from what is seen as a politically unstable Gulf 
region and  

- to diversify their national energy mix away from oil in favour of alternative, 
environmentally more benign sources of energy. 

 
Add to that industrialized countries subsidizing the development of bio-fuels that would 
weaken the market for Gulf oil. And some industrialized countries more than others 
advocating a human rights agenda calling for political reform in those very countries that they 
would want to see increase production and maintain comfortable cushions of spare capacity to 
contribute to lower prices and the energy security of energy supply to consumers.     
 
Looking East in Asia, Gulf countries see more than a rising Sun, said Walther. They would 
also see high and sustained economic growth, especially in China and India, fuelled by 
increasing imports of oil and natural gas from the Gulf, as a guarantee as good as any for their 
long-term security of demand, their stated prerequisite for making the investments necessary 
to increase production levels. They probably appreciate that oil and gas importing countries to 
the East are far less prone than those to the West to raise the embarrassing internal political 
question or to give unsolicited advice on how Gulf leaders should run their shop. 
 
Some messages 
To sum up, Walther left the audience with some messages: 
 

- Energy should concern us because it is crucial for sustainable economic and social 
development and our efforts to meet the UN Millennium Goals. 

 
- Energy security is a shared producer-consumer responsibility. Security of energy 

supply and security of energy demand are the “yin-yang” of energy security that 
should be in balance in a multi-polar energy world of increasing interdependencies. 

 
- With dialogue as the “Tao” of global energy security, building confidence as we 

proceed, promoting greater awareness of long-term common interests, we can hope for 
wiser national energy decision-making and deepened co-operation that will also have 
wider economic and political spill-over along the way. 
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